
Also please note …

Passenger queries answered:

Verbal passenger comments: 

Other useful observations

Cycles, dogs, wheelchairs, large parties, etc  



Survey / count notes - 5th February 2019, Melksham

Purpose of Survey

The prime purpose of this survey is to gather data on access to the station at Melksham, with 
particular reference to the use of the station car park areas.

Passenger numbers travelling to and from Melksham Station have grown for 5 of the last 6 
years. Indicators point to further growth this year (year to March) and forecast continued 
strong growth for years to come provided that the facilities and services are sufficient to 
handle that growth.  With the current car park nearly full, further parking (as well as other 
improvements to help people get to the station) are to be provided, and this is being planned 
for this year.

Along with additional parking, TransWilts are looking to deliver the “Melksham Station Hub” - a
small cafe and information area, with real time train information and toilets available to 
passengers.  Our survey will also inform us as to the flow of passengers through the day to 
help inform us on opening hours for this facility.

This is the first survey we have run for a couple of years. The previous survey helped inform 
us on upcoming needs; some such as longer trains and platform have arrived, others such as 
buses, announcements, loos, better information are coming as part of the plans for 2019/20 
which will be tuned based on the results of this survey on 5th Feb 2019

Survey run by

The survey is run by the Melksham Rail User Group on behalf of TransWilts Community Rail 
Partnership who have asked us to provide data.  The project manager for the survey is the 
Vice Chair of MRUG, Graham Ellis, who can be reached on 0797 4 925 925 or via 
graham@wellho.net .  The Melksham Rail User Group is online at www.mrug.org.uk . Next 
public meeting at 19:30 on 20th March at Melksham Town Hall, but PLEASE get in touch in the 
meantime.

Notes for surveyors

Please count all passengers – including those who say “I am staff” - but do not count staff who
are on duty to operate the train.   Passengers of any age, including babies, to be counted too, 
please. 

You will be handing out survey forms as people arrive at the station, but some people will 
arrive so close to the train time / will be far more concerned with other things such as getting 
their tickets that they’ll be too concerned to help straight away.  We will have collection 
available on all trains arriving back into Melksham and spare forms later in the day too.  
There may be some who do not want to help, and their right and privacy must be respected.

If you are helping, please arrive at the station 20 minutes before your (first) train is 
scheduled and be prepared to wait around until 10 minutes after your final train actually 
leaves. Due to long gaps in service, there will be waiting around between trains and I (!) 
expect to spend a lot of time in McDonalds and / or Subway – happy to buy volunteers a coffee
if I’m around (as I will be most of the time), but I do need a couple of breaks.

PLEASE BE SAFE.  Please keep well away from the platform edge and well clear of the trains.

Please be as helpful as you can be if passengers ask you questions, but please don’t be afraid 
to tell them “sorry I don’t know” and pass them on or tell them where they can get an answer.
You have to be brave to say “I don’t know”, but it’s better than giving out wrong information.

We will have a good supply of a limited range of timetable and other information available.
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Please return this completed survey to one of our volunteers or to the box on the 
platform which will be available until the arrival of the last train of the day.

We are gathering this data to help inform us, and our partners (TransWilts CIC, Great 
Western Railway and Wiltshire Council) on ongoing development at Melksham Station,
and data gathered may be shared with those organisations.  

THANK YOU for your help in providing this data.  Previous survey responses have
helped us an our partners inform the development you have seen already (and will 
see) at Melksham Station as passenger numbers have grown 20 fold in the last 20 
years.

Should your comments require a reply, please provide contact details which we
will NOT share without your permission

The survey is run by the Melksham Rail User Group.  The project manager for the 
survey is the Vice Chair of MRUG, Graham Ellis, who can be reached on 0797 4 925 
925 or via graham@wellho.net .  The Melksham Rail User Group is online at 
www.mrug.org.uk . Next public meeting at 19:30 on 20th March at Melksham Town 
Hall, but PLEASE get in touch in the meantime.



Trains calling at Melksham on 5th February 2019 / survey shifts

* - service gap during shift

Early Morning 06:15 to 07:58
Mid Morning 08:57 to 10:11
Lunch Time 10:51 to 14:49
Afternoon 15:24 to 16:46
Evening 17:40 to 20:40


